In deep crustal reflection study, as in conventional exploration seismology, it is important to determine the geometry of the physical contrasts between rocks that cause reflections, to make reliable geologic interpretations. Fundamentally different reflecting structures produce similar signatures in stacked seismic sections. We have developed a method that uses prestack records to differentiate lateral structural variations from lateral reflectivity variations and laterally homogeneous structures. Full-wave acoustic multioffset synthetics of canonical 2-D reflector configurations, analyzed by statistically enhanced slantstack processes, show that lateral heterogeneity such as a wavy reflector can be identified from changes in slowness across a receiver array as a function of time Application of these methods to deep crustal reflections, recorded in the Mojave Desert of southern California, identifies laterally heterogeneous midcrustal structures and is consistent with a laterally homogeneous Moho.
INTRODUCTION
The techniques presently used to analyze lithospheric seismic data have difficulty differentiating between the possible geologic interpretations of regionally-observed deep structures. While the seismic methodology has improved, both through increases in the amount and density of data collected and through consideration of reflectors more complex than flat acoustic layers, the presence of lateral heterogeneity at the target structures has confounding effects. These effects must be considered before conflicting hypotheses on the nature of lithospheric structures can be resolved.
Lateral heterogeneity has been consistently found at scales affecting seismic reflection experiments. In the deep crust, even such a prominent and widespread feature as the Moho shows evidence for heterogeneity. Braile and Chiang (1986) evaluated how the Moho responds differently to probing by refraction and reflection surveys. While the overall, long-wavelength structure of the Moho appears as a single-step discontinuity to refraction methods, Braile and Chiang (1986) proposed that a laterally heterogeneous, thinly layered structure would produce the discontinuous, multicycled fabric apparent on deep crustal stacked reflection sections.
This type of conclusion has been developed by computing essentially 1-D synthetic seismograms. Using a full 2-D solution to the acoustic wave equation, Sandmeier et al. (1987) showed that random heterogeneity in two dimensions could produce the appearance of heterogeneous layering on the reflection records. The discrimination of whether a deep structure is layered is often further confused by the lack of diffractions from segmented reflections on unmigrated stacked sections, likely due to spurious near-surface structure. Warner (1987) showed that this lack of diffractions produces the apparently overmigrated reflections often encountered in processing of deep continental data. Layering of any kind may not, however, be required to produce the multicycle reflection fabrics observed. Using 3-D ray tracing, Blundell and Raynaud (1986) showed that this fabric could be produced by a single undulating interface. Apparently, standard stacking and migration methods may not be able to distinguish the exact nature of the Moho.
Important heterogeneities other than the Moho are often imaged by lithospheric reflection surveys. For example, COCORP surveys have found bright spots interpreted to indicate midcrustal magma bodies within the Rio Grande Rift (Brown et al., 1980) and Death Valley (de Voogd et al., 1986). If these reflections are caused by magmatic features, it is still difficult to resolve whether they represent the tops of large batholiths, relatively thin horizontal sills, or small, discontinuous pillowshaped stocks or laccoliths. The various hypotheses require large differences in the volumes of magma and the nature of lithospheric extensional processes.
In the exploration of sedimentary basins, subtle lateral heterogeneities in the form of minor faults and facies changes can form the limits of a productive reservoir. Roux (1987) 
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these reflector lateral heterogeneities directly might independently confirm the boundaries of a reservoir and thereby speed its development.
Stacked seismic sections may not allow proper interpretation of heterogeneity. Gibson and Levander (1988) have pointed out that the stacking process, through the assumptions of 1-D geometry inherent in its derivation, can blur the distinctions between heterogeneity at the reflector and heterogeneity above the reflector. Scattering among 2-D heterogeneities will distort a deeper reflection to make it appear discontinuous, while complicating reflections from structures within the heterogeneous region. To interpret important structures such as subduction complexes and magma bodies properly, seismic acquisition and interpretation techniques must be extended to address 3-D lateral heterogeneity. This full-wave modeling is applied to the problems of reflector geometry discrimination. We generated synthetic shot gathers for four fundamentally different reflector configurations ( Figure  1 ). Although any real lithospheric structure may be some combination of one or more types, synthetic data from such endmember models can be examined for the characteristic effects of each model. Thus a particular effect in a real data set indicates a reflector structure similar to that of the associated model. Figure 1 shows four such canonical deep reflector geometries in cross-section: a simple step discontinuity; a discontinuity where the lower medium varies laterally in velocity; a reflector having sinusoidal topography; and a series of laminas. Above the boundary, the velocity is 6 km/s. Below the variable velocity reflector, the velocity varies sinusoidally between 6.5 and 9.5 km/s (with the periodicity shown) to represent an extreme case of velocity variation in the upper mantle. In the layered case, the laminas alternate between 6 and 8 km/s. These models, depending upon their scale, could appear similar on lithospheric reflection stacked sections or give similar refraction traveltimes; yet, the presence of each structure could lead to a radically different geologic interpretation. In Figure 4 , the simple discontinuity and the variable velocity reflector models produce arrivals that do not vary much in slowness or intercept time The wavy reflector produces a coda of late arrivals that vary in slowness over a 0.1 s/km range, several times larger than either estimate of slowness resolution. The late arrivals are noticeable as the dark spots below the main spot in the image. On the other hand, the layered reflector produces a sequence of arrivals that is constant in slowness relative to the 0.03 s/km resolution.
At each intercept time the slowness with the maximum signal expectation can be picked from the slant stack. Figure 4 as secondary peaks at a range of slownesses. The change in slowness in this case opposes the overall shifts due to normal moveout and is greater than the conservative estimate of slowness resolution. On the other hand, the reflection from the layered structure produces no resolvable variation in slowness.
The diffractions from lateral heterogeneities would often be obscured in the multioffset gathers by noise and later arrivals. This slant-stack analysis may be able to identify such hidden slowness variations. Thus, by virtue of rapid shifts in slowness within the most coherent arrivals, reflections from structures having topographic relief on a scale greater than the seismic wavelength and the Fresnel radius may be distinguished. Strong lateral heterogeneity above the reflector could certainly mimic heterogeneity at the reflector (Gibson and Levander, 1988) . If, however, a more homogeneous structure is demonstrated at a greater depth, then the effect of strong intralayer heterogeneity can be ruled out (see the example below).
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We demonstrate the applicability of these techniques to seismic We applied the slant-stack processes described above to these reflection receiver array data from the lithosphere with an gathers. While the slant stacks are difficult to interpret for analysis of a small data set shot in 1962 by C. H. Dix (Dix, 1965) slownesses, the signal expectation images are informative ( discontinuity or laterally homogeneous laminations. Some lateral heterogeneity cannot be ruled out, since the 2.5 km Fresnel radius at 10 s time is somewhat wider than the 1.8 km array aperture. The reflection slowness variations, however, may well show that lateral heterogeneity is more pronounced at the shallower structures than at the Moho. More extensive study of slowness variations within data having larger ranges of offset over many more depth points would be needed to interpret the heterogeneity of these reflectors definitively.
CONCLUSIONS
Our analysis shows that modeling and slant stacking can yield new interpretations on the nature of lithospheric structures from multioffset receiver array data. In the lithosphere, the geometric configuration of reflectors is needed to constrain the possible geologic origins of deep structures. For exploration seismology, distinguishing between plane-parallel layers and subtle truncations or unconformities may be the key to locating a stratigraphically trapped reservoir. While these two types of heterogeneity may not be distinguishable in stacked sections, slant-stack analysis of prestack arrivals can provide the needed discrimination.
The development of synthetics fro& canonical models of reflector geometry provides criteria to identify the effects of laterally heterogeneous structure such as a wavy reflector. Statistical methods help identify the most reliable events, which can then be examined for changes in apparent slowness across a receiver array as a function of time On a shot gather from the Mojave Desert, this procedure yielded evidence of lateral heterogeneity on shallower crustal structures. At the Moho, however, no evidence for lateral structural variations could be found.
